Ted the Talking Tree
This song is in Bm. It starts with the intro lick / hook of F#-A-B into a Bm chord
Intro:
Lick into Bm, repeat twice
Verse:
Bm
Ted the talking tree
Bm
Says hello to me
A
Bm
As I come walking down the path
Bm
I have made this walk
Bm
Just to hear him talk
A
Bm
Share a story and a laugh
Verse:
He’ll spin a yarn for you
That may not be true
On any subject you can mention
He’ll make up on the spot
A fantastic plot
That will capture your attention
Chorus:
G
Bm
Though the tales he tells are tall
F#7
Bm
You might learn a thing or two
G
F#7
And when you think you’ve heard them all
E
F#7
He comes up with something new
Lick to vamp on Bm
Verse:
In a forest filled with folks
He knows all the best jokes
He’ll bark out foliage puns all day
He’s got an anecdote
Bout a silly goat
Who would not get out of the way
Chorus:
He’s as wise as he is old
Always ready with a smile
And once the first tale has been told
You’ll want to stay there for awhile

Ted the Talking Tree
Bridge: Backup singers will sing oooohs throughout the bridge
D
Gods of Roman times
A
Portrayed in metered rhymes
C
G
A
Throwing lightning bringing fire
D
Heroes great and small
A
He’ll tell you bout them all
G
A
While you’re swinging on his tire
Verse:
Instrumental solo - violin / guitar trade licks
Vese
He’s got a German Myth
About a peasant smith
Who’s royal virtues are concealed
Until a maid in need
Rewards him with some mead
And his true name is revealed
Chorus:
Though the tales he tells are tall
You might learn a thing or two
And if you listen long enough
He might tell one about you
Ourto:
Bm
Ted the Talking tree
Bm
Ted the Talking tree
A
Bm
Aaaaaah
Bm
Ted the Talking tree
Bm
Ted the Talking tree
A
Bm
Aaaaaah

